
have fallen and only survive in my autonomous discipline as a metaphor. Later I went to August. I felt there also at first a bit bored but then we started having much fun together and had very
good talks, intelligent talks about the contemporary and the ancient world which I deliver to him. He really remembers and he is now much more affectionate with me. Liselott came home rather
late and very grumpy with me. I do not understand her and I am in fact very sensitive to her reactions. Before, during the process that lead quickly to our separation, I would have at all times got
back to her if she just arose my pity but her stubbornness and arrogance never allowed that. I even offered to go out sometime and so forth but she is really harsh. (I have just rushed to change
train now at the central station, but did not quite succeed... waiting in a boot with other immigrants now). Anyhow, I do feel pity for August who is still quite little and I do try to have a good and
quality time with him particularly now that a weekend together is approaching, but what to do with his mother? I don't really miss nor feel pity for her, maybe for the countryside or at least
certain aspects of it (nature minus its small and conservative society... that I don't really miss aside for maybe the small kids Ida and Wilma with whom I have played much but no adult/kid like
me is allowed in societies apparently). This is maybe the end of the happy uncle type one usually find in old Swedish movie set in the idyllic countryside (maybe addressed to the new generation
of city dweller enforced in the cement beehives of socialism). Anyhow, I ought to the best for my kid now, make the best out of our time together as I guess he has also understood that this time
is not forever, that Jesus is only on earth for a limited time and one should honor him and his poetry. I feel I am close to my heart now while I am saying these things but really what is the most
beautiful thing that can ever happen to a community than receiving a stranger with much poetic love to give? The worst thing that can happen to them is instead to realize after they have
obstacolated him and at last let him out, the unique and rare value of his love turned now bitter or turned elsewhere in order not to become so. This is the case of a person like me who probably
stayed a kid but it is also the case of all growing kids who are finally obliged to become and play like adults. It is a bit the same, I thought today, of the doctorate I am undertaking... I had a
serious game from the beginning to share with others yet now it feels they want me to get into some less serious and playful business, a specialized profession (my nature is to strong though to
incline to it).

Still allot in my head with courses and stuff, still allot to be done in the apartment. I begun with the latter today after my usual morning update. I did manage to build a small shelf on the entrance
wall where I can seat to tie my shoes and where I can stand to reach another to-be-constructed shelf where all the electronic connectors of the house are. I feel I am a pretty good architect and
craftsman and hopefully all the intellectual undertaking will not undermine all this. I am really aware of this fact, I do not want to push myself, intellectually speaking, beyond a certain limit of
abstraction as I recognize in my senior colleagues. I do have my autonomous discipline, balancing intellectual and physical things. I wish to keep it that way and only project this balance on what
is going to be my dissertation work. Finally I met Staffan, my supervisor today, who gave a nice lecture about Bourdieu (I don't mind the latter and his totalitarian approaches). Staffan was
maybe not all that positive about the dissertation plan I have sent him ten days ago... still restructuring to be done then but for me really the essence is the plan that I have so geometrically
sketched out (Bourdieu also adopted this method of diagramming at last). That Cartesian grid is for me the achievement, the ambition I set forth. The problem I guess is that I want to keep some
sort of disconnection among the various chapters, rather than a continuous discourse but I am not sure they will digest this (also possibly avoid introductions and conclusions... references to
would be great to avoid). Later I went to the gym with the feeling of a beautiful ticket controller with whom I laid in my dreams. There was a Polish girl there, which I thought cute some months
ago but really I am sure it was not her. After the gymnastic and the showering I have got back to work and finished the final essay for the method course since from tomorrow I will have August
with me for a couple of days. Now back home, making use of my time on the train with only a few potatoes left on the stove to eat (I left a big chicken on the stove to Liselott yesterday and
maybe she won't even eat it). We will see also now what Lamin has to say... has he managed to get more money for my rent? He had a meeting with the welfare, will see. I am willing to clean up
after his shit but to a price!

A very beautiful and sunny and warm spring day at last, as eight years ago when I was in the forest chopping wood with n-law and Liselott, at that time at her last month of pregnancy,
brought us tea and sandwiches, It was a very beautiful season when August was born and we were living in the country house and I was growing food and their were no preoccupation in the
least. Maybe later, the moving to the city and my constant attempt to bring August out to nature, to link him back to his relative farm, maybe that brought my back and so my dreams. Now my
back is fine and I still have building up my ideal world, a more precarious and nomadic one as maybe it was destiny for me to follow this way and not settle definitively, but go out to the world
has it has latter occurred. I hastened today to make all the preparations to have August for the weekend and celebrate his eight birthday in advance since I am soon leaving for a Berlin
conference. It was beautiful indeed the day and I took him to the botanic park where I used to biuke him when he was very little. We then even across the lake but what a shame a big villa
recently fenced with cameras every ten meters and guards. My son's country is for sure changing for the worst. As richdome and inequality is introduced, also poverty follows. We found that
walking up the hill made of all the remainings of the old town that was wiped off and accumulated there to build the new modern center. There on top there were tents of poor people with stolen
goods and all sort of trash hanging to shelter them from the winter. If I was broke I would certainly do the same but perhaps with more decorous, yet rats ought to be close to the fat and newly
enriched mansion. We later walked over to a suburb where I got August sushi and a new pair of shoes (he only wants military clothes as I only want mountaineer stuff, so I ought to wait that to
be in the States). We are heading home now... we'll see how long he will last without his mother but for now we are having allot of good fun, high quality time we would not have if we were to
spend our enslaved social existence constantly side by side. 

With my kid and another solar and beautiful day. We went to what we now call 'The Lake of the Iron Teeth Beaver'. It was on the other side of the bridge which we found open with the big boat
coming under. We then went ourselves under and around the coast where fishermen used to stand the past week and the beavers had many birches down. We sat on one, facing the river and the
sun and built a small haven out of iron stones. The fire was excellent (I used many left overs from my renovation work) and the grilling this time a success, really beautiful with our small
experiments of heating the stones and throwing them on the ice, making it slowly melt through. On the way home we stopped at the second hand store and at home I invited Lamin and his
Gambian friend to eat August birthday cake, a small chocolate cake like them with white cream like August. It was delicious... Lamin is sorry that he could not babysit further August. I feel that
all the phobia Swedes have within them for foreigners is reflected on me, like n-law always refusing my foreign students guests and Liselott phobia of the Jewish Brett and the African
Lamin. Now I broke with her so np longer this affection of xenophobia (which also made ,e brake with my Japanese friend Yoshi and my Italian boss Federico, all due to her Swedishness but I
guess also a common wife issue). Now I am making a salad, the apartment has been cleaned up and Lamin has succeeded in getting me a higher rent from the welfare so that I can have the
minimum to survive if I will be unemployed once again!

It is a strange feeling to be lost, meaning lost after one's attempt to put some roots and only partially succeed. I have my son and i have all the work I have done in the country house. I had good
intention for that piece of land, the Virtual building to which I have so much dedicated myself and look what, as soon as the plan have been conceived, as I have moved forward in its realization,
this land has being gradually taken away from me. The fact is now August is still a kid and I absolutely don't want to leave him or lets say that it is heart breaking every time we separate from
one another like for instance today after three charming, solar days together. This was particularly accentuated by the fact that Liselott gave a ride to the airport, this life vacuum which sucks you
into other worlds and reality, removing all your ties and roots, uprooting as a matter of fact, even if momentarily, but the to what? To go to a cultural theory conference of which I don't have so
great an expectation, namely for the scorn of anything spiritual from these people. Culture is certainly a commentary to life but there is also, and that is what I am probably more interested on,
this is what brought me to my cult, there is also something transcending deeper and beyond all these. Well, now I have my base and I can keep it a such, following the "be close to nature"
Daoistic saying... all a mediation to be close to the actual nature Sweden can still offer, the nature of my project, my spiritual garden, and my kid. I would not include the farm for now as Liselott
parents are taking care of it, and I realize that my being close and in love with nature ought to be without interferences. As soon as there interferences, all that magic love can be broken,
particularly if I see these interferences to be corruptive. Ultimately it is my project I am quite in control of, or at least I am able to filter all these interferences, as a farmstead of some sort but
again there I rather call it a sheep farm which for now is set here and nothing else is decided but it will be providence to guide me on that, I really hope so. 

I woke up in Berlin today, in a quite nice hostel packed with many art students. The weather has been just awful, the perfect condition for a conference but despite this I felt at first too lost in
socializing and talking to too may people at once. Also the presentations where quite okay, but then again it is all quite unnatural to seat and listen to theorists for hours on and for a whole week.
This prospect really sat me aback and I had a first impulse to rebel and escape. I did so already after the first lecture, going out in the garden facing the third reich parliament to do tai-chi and
filming. I cam back to the conference that I was quite reluctant to do anything but then at last I did attend some workshop and got to meet so precious people, mostly practitioners from Easterrn
Europe who are still not contaminated by all the theory overload. I see this, I have always seen this as a danger. My theory is pure inspirations from my creative existence but I really see the
danger when the latter, which cannot be socially assessed, is diminished. It should be always be place in the front, particularly in today crisis which is just the result of our intellectual discontent.
Let's get content instead and quit all the intellectual wining, terribly contagious. I have skipped many lectures at last but did spend the time here to fulfill my duty, namely, aside from picking up
some discourses of which I am already saturated, make new acquaintances and photographed them, persuade them in their very vanity, or as in the case of practitioners, genuinity. In this I have
succeeded. This is at last how I am, always quite engaging for a time in society, always agitating and then leaving the group for my solitary outdoor adventures, the energy charging being I really
strive for. I have been with no doubts attracted to some girls today, there are some really pretty ones but then again I am too weird now, with too much weird things to do, I might be too old as
well and times have also changed now that everyone can be potentially a friend over the Internet, people seem far more suspicious, or just distant, almost as they are not afraid of loosing the
chance for a deep acquaintance, as the chance of a superficial acquaintance is always online.  They tell of a last good lecture coming up, I have to wrap up.

Another day in the Berlin conference and I have to say that I am quite in the group now, really special people all struggling with their future as non harmful labors, cultural boaster who society
will turn into sour intellectuals and a tiny bunch of it into stars. For now is just socializing and acquaintances, a vortex from which is hard to get out, I just have toi deal with it and try rather to
focus with all the hundreds of people and conversations one gets into. It almost feels like that one ought to forget things rather than memorize the, all these different stories and configurations. I
did enjoy though some of the presentations, nothing totally brilliant, nothing super enlightening but I did certainly get certain nice moment of revelation particularly with Italian theorists and their
commentary of precarious labour which the old Bifo, an intellectual reminding much of Lucian, my art professor, which Bifo did not really found in politics or economics but rather in an erotic
relationship blocked by a body which does not want to interact with another body immersed in a screen (a bit of a Wim Wender prophecy). After all these talks and socializing I would like to go
out a bit, explore but finally decide to concentrate these days on this intellectual exchange particularly so with the weather being rather snowy and windy and a bit inaccessible.

A beautiful day, still gloomy but with no wind and a beautiful mantel of fresh snow. I didn't really want to go to the conference yet, I actually want to spend the day out feeling a bit fed up and
disappointed of all the people around me, also of all the expectations I had with them and particularly with some of the girl, first a French girl Elsa and then some of the Italian girls. I actually
had quite a meeting up with Italian people in general after spending the morning alone writing my plan due next week. I also manage a nice walk along the river, it was really beautiful away from
the garden, with a feeling of the old city and the new architecture. I wanna hit the river down and go more deeper to Charlottensburg eventually. I anyway went to the conference in the end and
had a pleasant time talking to various Italian curators and so forth. It feels like that at least now they give me some rope, they consider me. Don't know what's going on tomorrow though. I felt
relieved that I don't have to socialize all the time and that I can work on my project, build up my work. 

A day waking up a bit confused but the night of sleep was rather okay despite the fact that we are seven in the room, all nice people though. These are the moments in which one drop all the shit
on capitalism and everyone become a room filled with heroes fighting the same battle, going on the same journey. I anyway tried to keep a bit away from all the train to be curator girls, regain
my autonomy and so, despite again the unusually snowy weather, I went out on a walk to the conference venue, talking a large detour by the river and doing much filming, all small clips which I
will have to edit someday, as the urban exploration here, due to all the other meetings, is rather fragmented, one never seem to reach the orgasm, the journey highlight. Nonetheless I have kept up
filming, stubbornly keeping up my scheme, which in a way is rescuing me from all the social engulfing and the mermaids singing in the island of culture. Autonomy, autonomy and autonomy.
On top of that come my autonomy in my work, the academic work from which I am having a salary, nonetheless I feel rather sick of the old disciplinarians imposing their framework and
instructing you with the intent to normalize it. I did write a paper today though, keeping up my defense toward structures and constructions, the non-established and ascetic constructions. I then
went to a workshop on failure and was really well thought out in my interventions but really no one really got my final point on ascetic suspension from the faith of life, whether there is success
of failure. There was also a nice workshop which involved physical activity, the facilitator was saying "you think like you move". Yeap, I am on the same line and have been planning for long
now to get my students moving, the problem I guess is that they are so many! Later I went for a walk to the monumental Berlin and again made quite many small clips of me walking, picking
trash, filming public spaces, detecting the wind and checking these monuments. Now I am back to the conference, writing fluently, being fluent with my thoughts after my movement! 

Things are working out at last, this without any rigid positioning of my self but rather being open and fluent also to criticism. I thought my interventions were pretty good but then in the evening
Bianca, an Italian girl who was previously taking notes of everything I told her, was really upset with me because I have generalized saying that Asian, traditionally are ascetics and one should
look at that as an option to transcend all the discussion about artistic failure and success. Sha was rather pist and stubborn about the form of my interventions, despite the fact that they are
reflection coming from my heart, my existential situation, a body who has been though both Asia and a certain asceticism in recent months (to which I guess I am naturally inclined). Nonetheless
today the sun was shining a slight bit and I have been walking with the curator girls to the conference feeling rather light and not too oblige to socialize, we were just like friends. Later also my
group did a bit of warm up for a body art workshop and then ended up eating sushi in town. There I met a nice ar historian from the Netherlands who was quite open for conversation, a deep
conversation. We had much in common such a critic to the very standardize monolingual academia, using no other forms to deliver knowledge than a stage and an article to read to a passive
audience. Over the sushi we had a nice discussion on iconography and other things with some more very talented participants such as a circus woman from Ireland. Later we all went to a small
gallery show but I left and took a rather decent walk through town, really filming all the clips of my practice in the new city context. It was beautiful to go back to places which I explored with
August and stop to listen an American musician. My memory card was full and I just marched back worrying only about my practice alone, filming public spaces and picking trash on the long
sidewalks. All very refreshing all these walking to the point that i felt asleep in the evening lecture despite being next to Charlotte, my supervisor (she is really interested of Cosmopolitanism but
I could barely follow). Now is food and mingle again but only few days ago. I don't mind this conference international format rather than a attending a whole course, a sedentary format for
sedentary people with obligations. I did not want any such obligations but Staffan, my main supervisor might not agree to give me any credit for these conferences. Back to mingle now but also
possibly some drawings (I finally sat down to draw yesterday despite the people around me).

Back in the conference room but this time after a long night dancing with my new friends, people with allot of potential from all over the world. Looking at them and how harmonious and natural
they were together, I have guessed that ll the hater that might follow between them is just due to the societies they belong and their struggle to survive in them, having to compete with each other.
Later on I was with Leopold, a nice and talented Southern German with whom I went out for a drink with some Yugoslavian girls. One of them was a ballet dancer but I could barely stand the
way she talked about her career and money , this despite the fact that she was also very talented. In the morning I woke up that the sun shone bright in the blue sky but it was still again far below
zero degrees and on top of it the continental wind, probably blowing from the Russian plateau, was just cutting through the skin and in the bones. I stopped hanging out the cute curator girls and
this morning accompanied the ugly South Africans and Philippine Theorists to be, to small galleries. I was benevolent with them as I am on weekends with my son, scouting them basically
around, making them really happy in my deterministic way of exploring and directing and in fact succeeding to hit the right spots. I don't know if I have liked the galleries, I like the going
around, being in and out with the sun shining in my face, kidding playfully with these girls, like in a small carnival, eating at a very small and dirty but super nice and authentic Arab place and
then accompanying the Philippine girl back from Potsdamer across Tiergarden to our conference location by the river. The Tiergarden, the garden was really idyllic with the sun and the snow and
a bit of spring arising. Te girl, possibly the ugliest in the whole conference, was actually rather light in her soul a genuinely happy of the unique experience I made her undergoing. I have also
managed to select and buy some collectable rocks for August, two days left before I see him, The sun is now on its way down and I thought of doing like a Pueblo Indian, lay with my coat on the
roof of this modern building to catch the last rays, all that makes me content, like a Sicilian who has worked just enough in a factory to buy himself a farm where to spend the rest of his days.

A wake up in the eight beds dormitory room another day, my last day in Berlin, a very sunny one. I have been skipping all the festivities yesterday night, mostly my good fellows getting crazy
and drunk. I kept sober and went back to the hostel to draw. People came in and out but I was rather undisturbed and woke up this morning, updated my project in the breakfast room and went
with Leopold down to the station. I took the metro only for a bit and then again walked the other end of Tiergarden, dragging my trolley on the snow, enchanted by the golden angel sculpture
dominating the surrounding. I then got to the house of culture without any expectations ... just had to attend a lunch with Charlotte and Marcia, my Brazilian philosophy teacher who is also in
Berlin with her musician husband. I really had to force myself to keep seated but actually found her quite interesting and she found me really impressed with my Swedish. We just spoke Swedish
ever since, also with Charlotte now it is only Swedish we speak together. The latter asked me to attend a lecture and I was rather reluctant but in the end went. I could not find my tag so it took
me some time to get in, and by the time I did it I was alone again. I kept up for sometime, not willing to seat but at last I crossed Myrthe, the Dutch art history teacher and organizer I was so
much impressed with the other day. We diod not have time to talk but this time we got to seat together. I really liked her so I did not wish to spoil my respect for her by attempting any sort of
physical contact but at last we did actually got our arms against each other and finally also I was as daring as to get hold of her hand and th hours flew with many a presentations and us caressing
each other fingers with the sun setting on our faces. It was really sweet, the issue though is that I am now on my flight home and we really had only an hour to be together at the restaurant by the
river. The good thing is that, by giving her my catalogue, she immediately found out that I already have August and she seemed quite open to this. She kissed my hand and I went forward to kiss
her, I still have her all beautiful face impressed and really look forward to meet her, to establish a new little nestle in that of Utrecht I guess, where she lives and nearby where my life adventure
started, with Davide, my spiritual friend, driving me to Sweden from our Dutch school. One love then, to sweeten the harshness of life, with a bit of a distance giving us time for our professions
which seem quite related, for the good. I look forward to more intimate and simple times with my sweet little Myrthe as well as with August.




